Hilton at the Ageas Bowl
SOUTHAMPTON

EPR Architects and Falconer Chester Hall collaborate on an integrated hotel
and sports stadium that sets new standards for international cricket grounds.
Words: Catherine Martin | Photography: Courtesy of EPR Architects / Falconer Chester Hall
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s the umpire called ‘play’ at The Ageas Bowl on Sunday 14
June, it not only signalled the start of a One Day International
between England and New Zealand, but was the first
international match to be played in front of the newly completed
Hilton at the northern end of the ground.
The milestone marks the culmination of a 15-year project that
has seen the development of a newbuild destination hotel and the
relocation of Hampshire County Cricket Club.
It was a bold move for the historic club, which played at the
County Ground in Southampton’s city centre for over a century. By

the 1990s, the venue was ageing and becoming increasingly hemmed
in by the growth of the city around it, prompting Hampshire Cricket
Ltd. to set about constructing a new stadium.
But that was just the beginning of the £45 million scheme.
Hampshire Cricket set an ambitious goal to become the first test
ground to achieve the England and Wales Cricket Board’s standard
for model test ground status: the criteria for which are exacting
with minimum requirements for playing facilities, spectator seating,
accommodation, hospitality, press and media facilities, public
transport, parking and ancillary services.
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Above & Opposite: The interior design responds to the landscape with materials and finishes that blend harmoniously with their surroundings

The first games were played at The Ageas Bowl (initially called The
Rose Bowl) in 2001, and the Hampshire Cricket board appointed
EPR Architects to masterplan the ground’s next phase of development
in 2005. The first planning application was submitted in 2007 but as
the financial crisis hit and the developer went into administration,
the project stalled. However, through a unique collaboration between
Hampshire Cricket and its local authority, construction resumed.
Eastleigh Borough Council recognised the value of the development
and the revenue it would bring to the local economy and so provided
significant investment to bring the plans to fruition.
EPR was tasked to work with the club to meet the standards
required to host international cricket. One of those standards was
to have an upscale hotel in proximity of the 25,000-capacity stadium.
As with all major sporting venues, transporting large numbers of
spectators on and off the site efficiently, and providing for their
catering and welfare needs during their stay – as well as ensuring
they have an uninterrupted view of the playing field – is a complex
requirement. Developing the infrastructure through the construction
of additional roads was therefore the first phase of the project,
followed by the addition of two new stands in 2010.

The final part of the masterplan was the opening of the Hilton
hotel, complete with 171 guestrooms, an executive lounge, Eforea
spa, signature restaurant, sports bar, 500-seat conference and
banqueting facility, and spectacular views overlooking the cricket
ground. “Our design for the hotel and spa is the final piece,” confirms
Nick Rayner, Associate Director at EPR Architects. “It completes the
holistic and cohesive design of the cricket ground, and brings a luxury
hotel with high-quality business, leisure and hospitality facilities to
this world-class sporting destination.”
EPR led a team of specialists that included Powells Group as main
contractor, Muir Associates as structural engineer and EC Harris as
project manager. The firm also worked closely with Mark Doohan,
Director at Falconer Chester Hall (FCH) – interior designer for the
hotel – and Kayleigh Millington, Design Manager of Architecture,
Design & Construction, Europe, at Hilton – who previously worked
on the project at FCH.
Catering to both traditional hotel guests and the press, EPR has
designed a hotel that uniquely wraps around the stadium bowl.
“There are other hotels around sports stadia, but none that integrate
this tightly,” explains Rayner. “So it was quite a bold venture for
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Hilton to take on in terms of brand and operational challenges and
a very ambitious brief from the client.”
Having conceived a pioneering functional solution, EPR was
mindful to retain a holistic approach to the entire site to preserve
its existing natural landscape. The hotel and stands have therefore
been positioned to continue seamlessly around the stadium to form
a low-level profile, in line with the existing pavilion building with its
tensile roof and masts. As Rayner explains, in the same way that the
cricket ground has a pavilion with two wings of seating, the hotel
has a central element with two wings of guestrooms.
The architecture is also unified through the addition of a
framework that wraps around the hotel and continues around the
back of the stands. The external timber louvre screen façade creates
a softly curving organic shape and provides continuity across the
various buildings. And the choice of materials was inspired by the
site’s locality and heritage, with the hotel drawing on the existing
palette of steel and timber materials already in use. The effect of
the building’s external appearance, together with carefully integrated
landscaping, ensures the development sits comfortably in the natural
parkland setting.

Intelligent solutions continue inside to create a highly flexible
hotel that cleverly caters to its dual purpose. Pitch-facing guestrooms
are constructed in such a way that they convert to hospitality and
spectator use on major match days, and the second-floor central
function room becomes a world-class media centre for press and
broadcasting. The building can therefore operate as a hotel for the
vast majority of the year, but the requisite facilities are available on
match days and other sporting occasions.
“It has been a key part of the brief to build all of that in from day
one so that those staying in the hotel have a great guest experience,
but there’s also a duality that sits behind,” Rayner describes. And
many of the innovations will likely go unnoticed by the average
guest. In a number of the pitch-facing guestrooms, loose furniture
including the bed and nightstands can be removed to convert it
into a media studio; there are extra power and data sockets; and a
cable access-way out onto the balcony, neatly concealed so as not to
compromise the guestroom experience. There is also a spacious desk
large enough to accommodate hospitality catering, just one element
that was adapted from the initial designs to serve its dual function.
Integrated into the hotel’s design, the media centre is a glass-
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Above: Pitch-facing guestrooms are constructed in such a way that they convert to hospitality and spectator use on major match days

fronted space described as a feat of modern engineering in which the
angled glass panels – spanning some 20 metres – slide according to
the position of the camera. Rows of tiered seats, each with individual
power points and cabling, can accommodate up to 100 members of
the press, all with uninterrupted views of the playing field.
Throughout the course of the project, the design team had to learn
not only about the cricket, but how the media reports on games.
There were numerous meetings with Sky to ensure the facilities were
first-rate and designed in a way that would allow them to turn up
and plug-in quickly and easily. Unlike many other sports, cricket is
funded primarily by broadcasting rights, hence the facility has been
given such prominence as part of the business case for the stadium.
Such solutions have been mastered in collaboration with Falconer
Chester Hall, which completed the interior design of all guestrooms
and public spaces. The concept follows the ideals set by the
architecture, which responds to the landscape and subtly references
the sporting connections. The materials and finishes selected by
Mark Doohan and his team at FCH blend harmoniously with their
surroundings, and the colour palette is of crisp greens and earthy
browns. Views of the cricket ground to one side and forthcoming

golf course (due to open in 2016) to the other are maximised from
every space. And cricket aficionados will appreciate the sophisticated
references to the quintessential English sport, from the cricket bails
incorporated into the design of the carpet, to the stitching detail on
headboards, inspired by the leather ball.
The mood changes in the Eforea spa, a Hilton own-brand
and the first of its kind in the UK. The eight treatment rooms,
thermal experiences and hydrotherapy pool are centred around
Eforea’s bespoke transition lounge, which promises a personalised,
transformative journey. Other facilities designed by FCH include a
500-seat ballroom, amongst the largest in the region; the Lakeview
Bar, which overlooks the golf course; and Beefy’s, a New York-style
steakhouse with a local twist. The restaurant resonates perfectly with
its location and is the launch of a new concept from cricketing legend
Ian ‘Beefy’ Botham.
To deliver the project, the team worked with a number of Hilton’s
preferred suppliers well-versed on the brand’s exacting standards.
Newmor and Tektura provided the wallcoverings; Brintons, Ege and
Blueprint Ceramics supplied the carpets and tiled flooring; Burgess
and SCP Contracts have provided various pieces of furniture; and
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Above: The Eforea spa, the first of its kind in the UK, is centred around a bespoke transition lounge which promises a personalised, transformative journey

Elegant Clutter has created a bespoke art collection that further links
the hotel to its surroundings. In the public spaces, abstract works
explore the trajectory of a cricket ball when struck, while in the spa,
a wall sculpture of bronze butterflies is in sync with nature.
The majority of furniture is by UK-based RHA Furniture, which
has supplied a number of Hilton hotels over the past two decades.
Working closely with Falconer Chester Hall and the Hilton design
team, RHA custom-made and supplied over 450 chairs and sofas,
200 tables, and a number of bespoke pieces including console units
with built‐in power sockets and large oval tables for the boardroom.
Finally Northern Lights completed the lighting scheme throughout
the hotel, supplying an eclectic range of bespoke fittings including
pendants, table and floor lamps, and bedside task lights. Neutral
shades and subtle textures complement the interior design, with
visual interest added through hints of brass.

It has been a long innings for the development team but ultimately,
Hampshire County Cricket Club now has a state-of-the-art ground in
a completed stadium, alongside an upscale hotel that is fundamental
to its success.
EPR’s masterplan was instrumental in securing One-Day
Internationals and Test Match cricket and completion of the hotel
was a personal triumph for Nick Rayner, who worked on the
project for the best part of a decade. The architect also credits the
unwavering support of Eastleigh Borough Council in bringing the
project to life. “It is very much a partnership between what is an
out-and-out commercial enterprise – a stadium and a hotel – and
the genuine benefit to the local authority in terms of the economy,
employment and all of the things that a development like this brings,”
he concludes. “They saw the value and were prepared to buy in. And
that’s what’s made it happen.”

EXPRESS CHECKOUT: 171 guestrooms | 3 restaurants | 3 bars | 6 meeting rooms, ballroom | Spa | www.hilton.com
Owner: Eastleigh Borough Council | Developer: Southampton Developments Ltd | Operator: Interstate Hotels & Resorts | Masterplan & Architecture: EPR
Architects | Interior Design: Falconer Chester Hall | Main Contractor: Powells Group Ltd | Project Manager: EC Harris | Landscaping: Johns Associates
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